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Comments Shares Way back in early , a minor superhero team turned up for an issue of Marvel Super-Heroes.
In the summer of , after disappearing and regrouping on and off for over 40 years, they suddenly became the
biggest news in pop culture. How did they get from there to here? A deep-space, initially far-future team of
aliens and renegades originally created by such minor players as Arnold Drake for a near-forgotten part-reprint
title in , they enjoyed only spluttering success over the following decade before disappearing, seemingly
forever. Yet somehow a big-budget movie starring these guys, a bunch of oddballs virtually unknown outside
the comic shops, became a modern phenomenon. Fans of the original Guardians Of The Galaxy â€” and it
certainly has some â€” would be hard pushed to recognise anything of their heroes in the current incarnation.
Their leader, originally, was Major Vance Astro, a young astronaut from the 20th century who was sent on a
lone, Buck Rogers-type mission into deep space. Except, of course, that when he eventually reached his
destination, now with psionic powers that had developed in hibernation, he found a recently FTL-equipped
humanity had already got there, and was now living peacefully side-by-side with the blue-skinned native
tribesmen. Charlie is wide as a house, massively strong, and was created to live under the oppressive gravity
of Jupiter, while Martinex is from Pluto, and comes covered with a sort of silicon crystalline skin to help him
survive the extreme temperatures there; both, naturally, are good in a fight. The Power Of Starhawk But hang
on, you might be saying. Not to be mistaken for the modern Star-Lord â€” the entertaining, charming, troubled
jerk of the present-day Guardians â€” this guy was a cold and remote mystery man in the Silver Surfer mould,
his story unfolding over the subsequent s Guardians appearances. These were in scattered issues of books like
The Avengers, but chiefly in their own intriguing, rather out-there issue run in Marvel Presents yet another
short-lived try-out title , by Gerber and artist Al Milgrom. Sex In Space And this Guardians run also featured
the first blatant act of sexual intercourse in a Comics Code-approved superhero book, in which Vance Astro
and Nikki do it â€” in disguised form. This take on the Guardians is a consistently average series, really; but it
was produced in a so-so approximation of the then-trendy West Coast style of Todd McFarlane, Jim Lee and
others, and it would see Valentino become part of their cocky, ambitious gang. When the entire lot of them
up-sticked to found Image, Valentino was part of it, contributing to the new company a borderline tasteless
grim vigilante called Shadowhawk. This take on Guardians limped on without him for a while, however, but
by it was all over â€” and the team would stay out of the limelight for over a decade. What in the universe
could happen to see their star rise so brightly, so quickly, in the decades since? A New Team Will Riseâ€¦ The
answer comes with the revival of interest in Outer Space Marvel that arrived with Annihilation, an epic
crossover series written by Keith Giffen which was built of bookend issues plus miniseries for the Silver
Surfer, Nova and a number of cosmic villains: Conquest, the modern day gang started to come together. It was
weird alright, but then the Guardians had ever been so. Drax and Gamora, meanwhile, had always been as
much villain as hero. However, it clearly had an audience, admirers, and potential. The new team would now
echo the early career of the original Guardians, appearing as guests in other books and in a number of
crossovers War Of Kings, The Thanos Imperative , shedding members and adding new ones. With the arrival
of Marvel NOW! A version of this article first appeared in Comic Heroes magazine issue 24 written by Matt
Bielby.
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He used the Milano to escape. Ronan argued with the Other about the Orb, then killed him with his hammer
and sent Gamora to retrieve it. Gamora then launched a sneak attack on Quill but was intercepted by bounty
hunters Rocket Raccoon and Groot. The Nova Corps then arrested them. As they tried to kill Gamora, Drax
the Destroyer stopped them, scaring the other prisoners away. Drax desired to kill Gamora himself for the
death of his family. Quill convinced Drax that by letting Gamora live he would get the chance to exact his
vengeance on Ronan as Gamora reveals she had betrayed him. Rocket plotted an escape plan, but Groot
initiated it earlier than planned. They were forced to use a makeshift plan to escape from the Kyln with the
Orb. So the group traveled to Knowhere , a city inside the severed head of a Celestial. In the city, the Collector
said the Orb was one of the Infinity Stones , capable of destroying worlds. Nebula went after Gamora escaping
in an industrial pod with the orb. Rocket and Star-Lord gave chase but Gamora was blown into space and lost
the orb to Nebula. The Guardians prepare for battle Quill sent his coordinates to Yondu Udonta and gave
Gamora his helmet until they were saved by the Ravagers. Quill promised the Orb to Yondu if they would
help kill Ronan. As the group was reunited, Quill encouraged the group to join him saving Xandar from
extinction. The team and the Ravagers planned an ambush on the Kree and the Dark Aster. The group arrived
and attacked Ronan the Accuser with the Hadron Enforcer ; he was unphased however and easily overpowered
the group until Rocket Raccoon crashed into the ship. As the ship crash landed, Groot sacrificed himself to
shield the team. The Guardians absorb the power of the Orb Ronan raised and mocked them calling them
failed guardians. Rocket rebuilt the cannon while Quill distracted Ronan allowing Rocket and Drax to destroy
the hammer. Quill grabbed the Orb causing a cosmic storm. Something good, something bad? Quill gave
Yondu a fake Orb container and gave the real one to the Nova Corps. With their slates cleaned, Nova Corps
gave them a rebuilt Milano and told Quill he was only half-human and his other ethnicity was currently
unknown. In gratitude for their role in saving Xandar, the Nova Corps expunged their criminal records to
allow them a fresh start. A twig retrieved by Rocket began to grow into a new Groot and the Guardians left
Xandar. Drax then stated to Gamora that he thought that the Abilsk has to be cut through on the inside and
proceeded to jump into its mouth. Star-Lord then came up with a real plan to shoot the cut on its neck.
Star-Lord and Rocket Raccoon distracted it by flying above it to give Gamora a shot at its neck. After a brief
conversation, she gave them Nebula. However, Rocket Raccoon decided to take some of the Anulax Batteries
for himself, an act the Sovereign considered illegal. The Guardians cuffed Nebula to the ship and headed to
Xandar. The Guardians, realizing they were outnumbered, decided to head for a hyperspace warp, which
involved flying through a Quantum Asteroid Field , where the they could enter the Jump Point and escape.
Star-Lord and Rocket barely managed to maneuver through the field, while most of the Omnicrafts were
destroyed, except for one. Due to an argument between Quill and Rocket regarding who should fly the ship,
the Milano was struck by several asteroids and shots fired from the drone. Drax then put on a spacesuit, garbed
a gun, and tethering himself to the ship, flew out into space and successfully shot down the last drone.
However, as the Milano flew out of the asteroid field, they were attacked by even more Omnicrafts that went
around the field, and the ship was even more heavily damaged. Suddenly, the drones are all destroyed in a
single strike by a mysterious figure on another spacecraft. While Quill learned more of his origin and his
abilities as a half Celestial, Mantis tried to warn Drax and Gamora about something regarding Ego. Nebula
helped them to captured Yondu, Rocket and Groot and they brought the three to the Eclector. However, she
reached to an uneasy alliance point, and the two explored the planet. Ego reveled to Quill that his purpose in
his universe was to "expand" and be the universe. His children meant to help him accomplish that but they
failed him. But when Ego reveled he had killed Meredith Quill , Peter started to fight him.
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They swiftly domesticated animals for food, and had a remarkable understanding of inherited traits. This soon
developed into understanding and manipulation of genetic material, culminating in the cure for many diseases,
but also wars between clans using biological weapons. An alliance of northern clans conquered the others and
ended this period of conflict, also giving rise to an enduring system of co-operative city states. There followed
a great period of peace, growth and advancement, resulting in the first ark ships sent to colonise alien worlds,
faster than light communication, hyperspace travel, and the monolith network. The Guardians soon developed
artificial intelligence to manage the monolith network, and neural implants to access it. This development
resulted in a period of rapid technological advancement that alienated many non-implanted Guardians and
gave rise to a religious abolitionist movement that seized control of the home-world, and exiled supporters of a
liberated AI. As these eventually fell, so did the last of the Guardians. Once again I am indebted to you for
gathering valuable research data â€” particularly the gamma-pattern data packages that have helped me unlock
this information. We know they evolved as pack hunters with tribal groups of 20 to 30 individuals. They lived
in jungle regions similar to those found on Earth, and preferred very hot and humid climates History 2: This
data is remarkable and covers the early history of the Guardians. They were highly intelligent, and developed
sophisticated and effective hunting strategies that quickly saw them become the apex predator in their biomes.
Their agility allowed them to take advantage of varied terrain and so avoid predation themselves. I was
surprised to learn they were nomadic rather than territorial, but this appears to have been motivated by a desire
to mix with other groups and increase genetic diversity rather than a lack of prey. This data is very interesting
and covers the early history of the Guardians. Their early art appears to be concerned more with recording
practical activity than with personal expression, so maybe this practicality was a factor. Whatever the cause,
the effect was a drop in global temperature. Having evolved to operate in a tropical environment, the
Guardians were unsuited to the suddenly colder climate. But their intelligence allowed them to adapt better
than other creatures in their ecology by building primitive shelters from plants. The data provides more details
regarding the development of the Guardians in their early history. The worsening weather after what I
understand as global climate change or possibly a cosmic event, precipitated the development of tools, which
allowed the Guardians to build more durable structures. They soon learned to use stone in their buildings, and
with this greater permanence they developed a deeper appreciation for the visual arts, using them to decorate
the inside of their homes. Even at this early stage they were conscious of the need for urban planning, and one
can clearly see a relationship between the layout of these early villages and the form of their later cities. This
data holds details of the Guardians continuous development. It appears that their early nomadic existence
came to an end in the same period as the development of more permanent buildings â€” although the young
were still encouraged to journey to other camps â€” and this switch to a more settled existence brought with it
various social changes. For example, the Guardians began to use statues to mark out regions occupied by a
specific clan. Evidently, the careful management of their populations resulted in cooperative strategies rather
than competitive ones. This data contains evidence of increased animal husbandry within the first early
settlements, no doubt to ensure adequate food supplies. More startling is the fact that they also practiced
selective breeding. They possessed a reasonable understanding of inherited traits, which is remarkable given
their level of technological development. This data contains evidence that in their late history the Guardians
entered an era of great technological development, although this process also precipitated a period of conflict.
Their most notable advances were in the field of genetic manipulation. Early experiments involved captive
animals before moving on to microorganisms, the latter triggering advances in medical sciences and
engineering. This data will be priceless to medical teams throughout the galaxy. More and more I feel we need
to publish our results to all. I think that would have been in keeping with the social responsibility shown by
the Guardians. This data contains details regarding the rise of new technologies. It appears that the
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development of these technologies varied between clans, creating inequality and, ultimately, conflict. Initially,
that conflict was resolved through personal combat between individual champions, but as clans started using
numbers to overwhelm their opponents, the practice of warfare began to spread. This led to a surge in weapons
development, with biological warfare quickly established as the weapon of choice. An arms race began,
focused on the development of biological agents and various counter measures. It saddens me to discover this
as I had hoped the Guardians would prove to be more advanced. A little naive I know as conflict is a common
element of many species throughout the galaxy. Whether for resources, land or power over others. We all
seem to share this shame. This data contains the details of the weaponry the Guardians developed during the
various conflicts that swept over their civilization. As well as biological weapons, the first flight systems in
the form of airships and computers were developed around this period. These early computers were used to
model the effects of large-scale biological attacks. Population control vanished as the clans realized they
needed to be able to absorb large numbers of casualties. The cooperative social Paradigm collapsed and
schisms of appeared between populations. This data tells of the end of a major conflict in the Guardians
history and the rise of their modern society. It took the leadership of a few clans, from the north of the main
continent, to restore peace. These clans had endured considerable hardship during their early development,
perhaps resulting in a stronger breed. Banding together, they fought a swift war of conquest and brought the
entire race under their leadership. This data speaks about Guardians history and the development of their
modern society and first interest in off world exploration. The Guardian city-states continued to operate for
over a thousand years, and the ancient forms of cooperative advancement resulted not only in a large
population, but also a peaceful and generally happy one. Astronomical research had become vogue in the
previous decades, and the Guardians had identified a number of accessible planets capable of supporting life.
Many individuals aspired to travel among the stars and colonize other planets. At first, such ambitions did not
receive much support, but after options such as stricter population control were deemed undesirable, off-world
colonization became the most popular option. This data is incredible. The information regarding the Guardians
first attempts at space travel are particularly interesting. Although the Guardians clearly had the capacity for
sophisticated flight technology, they had not built anything more advanced than dirigibles, no doubt because
airships were more in keeping with their ecologically conscientious philosophy. With rocket technology
deemed environmentally unfriendly, they developed vast launchers that used electro-magnectic propulsion to
catapult ships into space. Breathable gel cocoons helped pilots and passengers withstand the huge G-forces
experienced on launch, and served as hibernation pods during long journeys. Having not yet developed
faster-than-light technology, the Guardians constructed three large arks for their first interstellar colonies.
Much like the Generation ships in our own history. This data is extremely exciting commander. A
breakthrough in faster-than-light communication was made before the arks reached their destinations, but the
information was transmitted to the arks while they were still in transit, allowing the colonists to establish
faster-than-light communications when they landed. Consequently the interstellar network was developed
extremely quickly. The arks kept the population at a manageable level long enough for the guardians to
develop Hyperspace technology, which fueled their expansion into the galaxy. The project also cemented the
cooperative city-state model, which would serve the Guardians until their ultimate demise. This data describes
what the guardians referred to as an age of information. This saw the construction of what ultimately became
the monolith network â€” an interstellar communication and computing system. Commander this data has
proven vital in our attempt to understand the Guardians Technology. It appears the development of AI
increased their technology very quickly. This sudden increase in computational ability â€” a result of the new
implants â€” allowed the AIs to adapt and eventually evolve true sentience. This sparked a technological
singularity â€” a rapid advancement across the whole landscape of science and technology. As the AIs
developed further, this effect snowballed. In conjunction, many Guardians received implants so they could
keep up with the extraordinary pace. This data contains evidence that not all individuals adopted the new
technologies and received implants, and the rapid pace of the technological revolution resulted in new forms
of inequality that threatened the very fabric of society. Unfortunately, they were unable to muster a unified
response to these changes, which widened the gap between those who accepted the changes and those who
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resisted them. The politicians were the first to react to the changing social landscape, but soon the resistance to
the technological revolution took on a religious overtone. I can find no other reference to these exiles in the
historical record. This development should have resulted in peace, but a further division arose over the fate of
the AIs. At that time, the AIs were virtual entities, and so were reliant on the monolith network to exist.
Because this made them vulnerable, they searched for a way to achieve independence from the network. Their
research aroused the fear of the abolitionists, who used violent methods to prevent the AIs from achieving
independence, and even to combat those Guardians who accepted the AIs. This data describes details about the
Guardians second civil war. The war was ostensibly fought between the people of the homeworld and the
colonies, but in truth there were divisions even among individual city-states. The scale of the conflict far
exceeded that of the first civil war. In human terms, the first Guardian civil war was little more than a political
clash, albeit with some violent conflict, but the second was an all-out war between the abolitionists and the
rest of society. Eventually even the domes were destroyed, or their shields failed, and ultimately the
population died out. Their predilection for expending resources on honouring the dead â€” a key tenet of their
religion â€” only served to accelerate their extinction. Records indicate some variation in the nature of this
devastation, most obviously at sites consisting of multiple domes. In these locations it appears the inner domes
were destroyed later than the outer ones, as indicated by the slightly lower radiation signatures in the inner
areas. I can only surmise that the attackers returned, after an initial assault, to finish the job. It appears that the
Guardians approach to warfare vastly changed as the war continued. Warfare was conducted using automated
battle fleets. At first these were controlled by the Guardians via brain implants, but later they became entirely
autonomous.
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Early on, people recognized the significance of this massive event, and have been sharing the gold rush stories
with visitors to the area. Meet just a few of the important guardians of the gold rush Broadway and the Arctic
Brotherhood Hall in the backgroun, ca. Gift of the Rasmuson Foundation. When the local newspaper boasted
headlines of gold discovery in the far north Yukon, Martin set off for his journey from his hometown of
Jacksonville, Florida. He ventured to the shores of Skagway, learning along the way of requirements set by the
Canadian Mounted Police to carry 2, lbs. Skagway was a boom town with a rapidly flourishing economy.
Upon his arrival there, Martin decided to postpone his plans to continue to the goldfields and took a job with
the White Pass Yukon Route Railroad as a track layer. Over the next few years, Martin tried his hand at
several other endeavors. In , Martin and his wife Lucille, opened the Bay View House, which was a hotel
room built onto a scow. During the s through the s, tourism began streaming into the Alaskan coast. More and
more tourists replaced gold seekers, making the journey to see the natural beauty. His love of the automobile
and the tourist industry evolved together to form the Skagway Streetcar Company. He developed a narrated
tour that kept stories of the Grand Adventures of the Gold Rush alive. He published a booklet to accompany
the tour complete with Itjen original poetry: Business went very well for Martin as he shared the lore of
Skagway with his wit and humor. He built four streetcars over the course of his life, each a little different than
the other. On the exterior of one of his vehicles, he attached a small mechanical bear he had created himself.
When Martin took a right hand turn, the bear would signal by lifting his right paw, same to the left. A life-size
mannequin of con man, Soapy Smith, stood on the back of one of the streetcars with a large cigar in his
mouth. Martin used these novelties added excitement to his tours, which cost. In , Martin embarked on a
well-documented road tour in one of his street cars along the west coast. He met famed actress Mae West in
Hollywood and gained national media attention. He showcased his street cars and shared stories of his gold
rush adventures in Skagway. Upon his return Martin continued operating the Skagway Streetcar tours and a
year later began early restoration of Jeff. The museum was a celebrated stop on the streetcar tour and
preserved gold rush era memorabilia that is still in existence today. Martin Itjen is remembered as the premier
leader of Skagway tourism and remained a tireless Gold Rush promoter until his death in George Rapuzzi
George was born in in Skagway. His father George, was the first in his family to arrive in Skagway, just
before his mother, who came on the City of Seattle in June When George was growing up, his parents owned
a small market on Broadway. As a teenager, he sold newspapers in Skagway. As an adult, George was a
highly skilled machinist and spent 50 years working for the White Pass railroad. He and his wife Edna were
one of the last gold rush families in Skagway. George hiked over the Chilkoot Trail many times, and also rode
his motorcycle up and over White Pass and rode it on the ties i. He was also a pilot. Prior to , there was no
road between Skagway and Dyea. He took tourists over to Dyea beginning in and ran a boat service until the
late s. Some of the artifacts from Dyea include an original tram bucket from the Chilkoot Railroad and
Transportation Company, the crap table he hauled out at Sheep Camp, and other similar articles. While other
people cleaned out old stuff, George was there to collect it. For example, he rescued the door of an old gold
rush era jail from the dump. Much of his gold rush era collections were donated to the National Park Service
in through a generous donation from the Rasmuson Foundation. Photo courtesy of Gerald R. The National
Park Service The preservation of historical buildings in Skagway celebrates one of the most spectacular events
of the late 19th century- the Klondike gold rush. The unique partnership of Klondike Gold Rush National
Historical Park and the city of Skagway promotes responsible practices to preserve an irreplaceable cultural
heritage. Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park is one of the few parks with boundaries that define the
business district of a viable, active community. Park activities keep the historic district alive and strive to keep
local citizens involved in preservation. Because the gold rush was instrumental in opening Alaska to more
people, this part of history was viewed as valuable and worthy of preservation.
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Background[ edit ] The Guardians evolved on the planet Maltus , being among the first intelligent life forms in
the universe. At this time they were tall greyish blue humanoids with black hair, who roughly resembled
humans except for their skin color. They became scientists and thinkers, experimenting on the worlds around
them. One experiment led to the creation of a new species, the Psions. In a pivotal moment, billions of years
ago, a Maltusian named Krona used time-bending technology to observe the beginning of the Universe.
However, this experiment, and later attempts to stop it, unleashed disaster upon all existence. Originally, the
experiment splintered the Universe into the Multiverse and created the evil Anti-Matter Universe of Qward.
Feeling responsible for this, the evolved Maltusians relocated to the planet Oa at "the center of the Universe"
and became the Guardians. Their goal was simple: They acted quickly on that goal. During this period they
slowly evolved into their current appearance, losing about half of their height and having their skulls grow
larger. They now act as the leaders of the Green Lantern Corps , an interstellar police force which patrols the
universe. These Manhunters, resembling uniformed, blue-skinned humanoids, operated as cosmic police
officers, much like the later Green Lanterns. They protected civilization and maintained peace in the Universe
for millions of years, patrolling sectors into which the cosmos had been divided. One day, the Manhunters
collectively changed their directives and set out on a campaign to eradicate all organic life. Starting with
Sector , they killed the people they had been created to protect, eradicating almost all life in the entire sector
before the Guardians stopped them. Most Manhunters were decommissioned after the massacre of Sector , but
the ones that escaped became the sworn enemies of their former masters and remained so until modern times.
The Manhunter rebellion caused the Guardians to split into groups with different goals. The Controllers
believe the only way to protect the Universe is to control it. Over the years, both groups evolved to look
dissimilar to the Guardians. Other groups also left the Guardians; one such group settled on Earth, becoming
the source of leprechaun legends. Fearing dissension, they ordered all records of the Campaign expunged.
Survivors of the massacre of Sector â€” beings labelled demons â€” banded together to form a nation called
the Empire of Tears, which opposed the Guardians efforts and philosophy. They used dark magic to create a
galaxy-spanning realm of chaos and evil. The Guardians eventually defeated the Empire and imprisoned its
leaders, the Five Inversions, on the bleak world of Ysmault. The Guardians decided that magic was chaotic
and posed a threat to the balance they desired to achieve. They labored to destroy sources of magic and
suppress or imprison its users throughout the Universe. They succeeded in compacting much of the chaotic
magic energy of the Cosmos and imprisoning it inside a star; part of it eventually escaped to become the
Starheart. They sacrificed themselves to create one final power ring, a power ring perhaps more powerful than
all others before it. Unlike before however, the Guardians are male and female, rather than just male. While
Kyle had made them children in order for them to grow up and become less cold than their predecessors, this
had not worked. Instead, the Guardians were as cold and manipulative as they were before the Emerald
Twilight, with the exception of Ganthet and Sayd. Also one of them, Lianna, seemed to have reverted to the
original Maltusian appearance in the process. Many of the Guardians revived by Kyle Rayner seemed to have
disappeared as only a handful now appear in the current Green Lantern issues, while dozens were revived by
Kyle Rayner. Whether this is an oversight or a result of the events of Infinite Crisis it has not been explained.
With their revival, they began to rebuild the Green Lantern Corps using veterans to train the new ring-bearers.
Alongside this experiment, the Guardians refortified Oa by creating a planet-wide armour and defensive
system to prevent successful attacks against them. To date, 4 of the 10 have been revealed. In the aftermath of
the War, both Ganthet and Sayd have evolved into two new beings on a paradise-like planet Odym, where
they are harnessing the blue energy spectrum of hope and creating blue power rings and batteries, planning to
create another intergalactic police force in order to be able to aid the Guardians and the Green Lantern Corps
against The Blackest Night. The rank of the Guardians has weakened as well; while there were originally
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twelve of them as Head Guardians, there are now six of them, after Ganthet and Sayd left Oa, and one
Guardian died after a battle with Superman-Prime -this Guardian willfully "detonated" himself in an
unsuccessful, last-ditch effort to destroy the insane Kryptonian who wished to destroy the Universe in his own
right. Her fellow Guardians were unaware of the changes within her, either physical or behavioral she is far
more militant than is normal for the Guardians. The Guardians seemed extremely displeased with the
appearance of the other corps. While they "tolerated" the existence of the Star Sapphires , they made it clear
that they were going to exterminate the Red Lantern Corps. They also made a deal with Larfleeze of the
Orange Lantern Corps some time ago, which resulted in the Vega System being out of Green Lantern
jurisdiction. With the ultimatum delivered by Larfleeze, the current wielder of the orange power of avarice ,
Scar proposed lifting the ban on the Vega System as well as having the Guardians leave Oa to get involved in
the conflict personally. The Agent Orange later launched an attack on Odym, seeking to possess the powers of
the Blue Lantern Corps, presumably being swayed by Scar. However, Scar killed a Guardian and bound the
rest to prevent them from interfering. Ganthet revealed the entity to be the living embodiment of life in the
universe. It seemed Earth was where life first began, a fact the Guardians did their best to hide, to keep the
entity safe from harm and exploitation, redirecting that danger towards themselves by informing the majority
of the universe that life began on their planet of Oa despite the fact that the Oans were in fact born on the
planet Maltus. The rings from the other corps return to their former wielders. However, the Guardians expel
them from Oa. Therefore, the Guardians discharge him from the Corps. However, the Green Lantern Corps
learn from empathy Lantern Meadlux that the Guardians are afraid of Hal Jordan, fearing that what happened
to Krona would eventually happen to them if Jordan was allowed to continue as a Green Lantern. Later, the
Green Lantern Corps were in a meeting by the Guardians that they choose between discipline continuing the
fight and that any intrusion will incite a mutiny. The other Green Lantern Corps are in agreement. When he
proves useless to them, the Guardians kill Starstorm without mercy. Secretly, they also were pleased with the
outcome of the Alpha War which saw the death of all Alpha Lanterns as it kept their hands clean of any
involvement as they intended to destroy their Green Lanterns whilst bringing about the rise of the Third Army.
The Guardians open the Chamber, where the imprisoned Oans believe that the Guardians are joining them, but
the Guardians clarify that they are here for the First Lantern. The other Oans were stunned by the Guardians
who have become unemotional , telling them that the First Lantern would be destroyed was their objective.
The Guardians attack the other Oans, and a Guardian kills the elder Oan as they take the First Lantern,
Volthoom that is trapped inside, and seal the other Oans in the Chamber of Shadows. The Guardians intervene
with the Black Lantern, Black Hand, charging him up with enough power to drain Green Lanterns Hal and
Sinestro, which apparently kills them both. The Guardians then use the power of the First Lantern to create the
Third Army from their own flesh and will, and so the "Rise of the Third Army" has begun. They have told the
First Lantern that once the Third Army completes their control over the whole universe, there will be no need
for him. Kilowog then used his oath to cause the Central Power Battery to depower so that he could send
distress calls to all the Green Lanterns and warn that the Guardians have turned against their own Corps. It is
revealed that when Krona tried to observe the beginnings of the universe, his experiment allowed a vessel to
emerge on Oa where inside was a figure in a spacesuit with a bright lantern battery. Calling himself Volthoom,
this being had traveled across time and space and it was him who apparently tutored the Maltusians about the
power of the Emotional Spectrum and at some point was given the name of The First Lantern. He was deemed
dangerous and unstable by the nascent Guardians of the Universe who were threatened by his great power.
Thus, it was ultimately decided to imprison him within The Chamber of Shadows located in a black hole,
where he was trapped inside a lantern shaped construct for untold millennia. A number of Oans remained
behind to ensure that The First Lantern was kept imprisoned and became known as The Hidden Ones, while
those that remained embarked on their mission of policing the universe with the Manhunters. According to
Krona, the Guardians were responsible for betraying the First Lantern. Sinestro spares Ganthet and reunites
him with Sayd, but exiles them from Oa. The Malthusians who guarded Volthoom become the new "Templar
Guardians". They possess vast knowledge, durability, awareness, flight, and psionic powers manifested
through green plasma energy drawn from the most stable color of the emotional spectrum, green willpower.
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Although, since it has been said that they chose the most stable color of the spectrum, it is possible that the
Guardians may have limited access to all colors. Rebirth, Kyle Rayner is recorded saying that Ganthet could
crack a planet in half with a thought and have been shown able to stagger Superman-Prime and the
Anti-Monitor. The Guardians display the power of time travel as they send a time-lost Kyle Rayner back to his
present timeline. Their male counterparts tend to have short, unkempt, white hair, and to be more wrinkled and
aged looking. Another difference has been their ears, which have been seen to be human-like, and on other
occasions, to be elf-like. Their eye color also frequently changes between artists, usually between blue and
green. Following their rebirth, this changed to them wearing a long red robe with a more scholarly collar, and
a white tabard with their emblem on the chest area. Though their feet are not usually seen beneath their robes,
they have been shown to wear red, pointed shoes. Guardians known by name[ edit ] It has been said that
"Guardians do not take names", yet when Krona invaded Oa in the War of the Green Lanterns story-arc, he
revealed that all Oans have names but have since forgotten them. Nonetheless, a few of their lot have been
named in the stories. After Oliver Queen points out to the Guardians that they are too distanced from the
mortals they have sworn to protect, the Guardians choose Appa Ali Apsa as their representative to experience
life on Earth. He later renounces his Guardian title, powers and immortality and chooses to travel the universe.
Later, after the Crisis on Infinite Earths , Appa Ali loses his mind and is killed by his former brethren.
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History of the Guardian and the Observer Read more As the influence of the Manchester Guardian grew
beyond its Northern hinterland, a new challenge faced the paper under the editorship of AP Wadsworth, who
took over the post in The limited number of pages in the paper, poor quality of the printing and sometimes
peculiar news agenda were once perceived as part of the regional charm of the paper. Alongside the Daily
Telegraph and the Times, the Guardian lacked resources despite costing 1d more a day , and an approach to
commercial activity that could be charitably described as naive did not help matters. The editor of the paper
moved to London in , committing the Guardian to an uncertain future in the national market, and shortly
afterwards financial problems came to a head. The Times was in a similarly perilous financial situation, and
many were of the opinion that there was only room for one competitor to the Telegraph. Eventually the talks
came to nothing, but not before a serious examination of the logistics involved had been considered on both
sides. The status quo among the quality press was irrevocably altered by the launch of the Independent in
Capturing the centre ground between the Guardian on the left and the Times and Telegraph on the right, the
Independent attracted big name writers and readers with a modern design and distribution network that made
the most of the post-union market. Within a few years the circulation of the Independent rose to within
touching distance of both the Times and the Guardian, and the previously stagnant market was provoked into a
frenzy of defensive activity to retain readers. In the Guardian made a bold and innovative attempt to reassert
its position on Fleet Street, with a major redesign that began the modern period of success in the history of the
paper. In the intensely competitive broadsheet market was again thrown into confusion by the reduction of the
cover price of the Times, firstly from 45p to 30p, then again in June from 30p to 20p. As the Times attracted
readers, first the Daily Telegraph and then the Independent followed suit, running at substantial losses as they
battled to survive. Throughout this period the Guardian remained at full price, investing resources in
journalism and distancing itself from the price war through distinctive and innovative marketing, product
development and consistently breaking big stories. During these years the paper increased its circulation,
remained commercially successful and achieved critical acclaim for both the quality of its journalism and its
innovation. The Guardian was at the forefront of the sleaze revelations that contributed to the downfall of the
Conservative government in , with a series of investigations into the affairs of Tory MPs, including Jonathan
Aitken and Neil Hamilton. This reputation was cemented by the collapse of the libel case brought against the
paper by former Minister Jonathan Aitken. Aitken was convicted of perjury and jailed in June , and the
investigations won the Guardian critical acclaim from all sides - including the prestigious Newspaper of the
Year Award in both and In the Guardian began developing online publication. The Guardian Unlimited
network of websites was launched as a unified whole in January in it was to become guardian. By March GU
had over 2. On September 12 the new Berliner Guardian launched, with a ground-breaking design in a
mid-size format. In the same year the Guardian not only wrote headlines but made headlines with its globally
acclaimed investigation into phone hacking. In recent years the Guardian has significantly developed and
expanded its digital operations. Between the Guardian launched a range of new digital products and services,
including apps for iPhone and iPod Touch, Open Platform and Datablog , the first national data journalism
site. Since the launch of the strategy the Guardian has continued its digital expansion with the launch of new
applications and platforms, including Kindle and iPad editions, Android and Blackberry apps, Facebook app,
GuardianWitness and new digital editions in the US and Australia. On 15 January , the newspaper was
relaunched in a new tabloid format. On the same day, a redesigned Guardian went live for online readers
globally, across the mobile, apps and desktop editions of the website. A fuller redesign of the Guardian
Weekly as a news magazine followed on 11 October
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The Guardians were imbued with powers from all members of the Concil of Tirisfal, becoming extremely
powerful mages in their own right. Typically, Guardians took rooms in the Violet Citadel. He is usually
known as "Magus". The Guardians of Tirisfal have served for ages to protect the world from demonic
influence. Each archmage participating in the empowering ritual loses part of their power. The loss of power
lasts as long as the Guardian of Tirisfal that had been empowered lives. The power is regained if the Guardian
of Tirisfal dies or is stripped of power by the surviving council of archmagi. A Guardian of Tirisfal cannot be
stripped of power if all of the empowering archmagi are dead. Instead, they must be killed before there can be
another Guardian of Tirisfal. Due to their given powers Guardians live for centuries, and as a result, there have
been few of them. Only the names of six are known: She was the most powerful Guardian. When asked about
it at BlizzCon , Alex Afrasiabi responded: While the Convocation of Silvermoon was able to help neutralize
the immediate problem, the underlying threat of the Legion remained. Formed by a secret pact between the
human and elven mages, the Council of Tirisfal was created to oversee the secret war to protect Azeroth from
demonic invasion. This person was called the Spearhead, with the Council channeling a part of their power
into them. However, this put the Council at risk as they had to be within close range of the Spearhead while
channeling their power. The Spearhead was reworked into the Guardian by Alodi , by restructuring the
transfer ceremony used to link the Council of Tirisfal with the Spearhead. He did this by using a spell that
Meryl and him devised that will allow the Council of Tirisfal and the Spearhead to link at great distances.
Whenever a Guardian grew too old, or wearied of the secret war against chaos, the Council chose a new
champion and under controlled conditions channeled the Guardian power into its new agent. Though the
Guardian Aegwynn successfully defeated Sargeras, his dark spirit entered her. When Aegwynn went rogue,
the Council of Tirisfal created the Tirisgarde to hunt her down. A Guardian of Tirisfal can understand and
speak Eredun. Each Guardian of Tirisfal is empowered through a long ritual by a council of seven archmages.
The secrets of this ritual are closely guarded, if not all but forgotten in recent times. A new Guardian of
Tirisfal cannot be empowered while the previous one exists. Only through his death, or through an equally
long and secret disempowering ritual conducted by the surviving archmages who empowered him, can a
Guardian of Tirisfal be stripped of his power.
Chapter 8 : guardians | Ancient Origins
guardian's history Since our founding in - more than years ago - Guardian has been dedicated to protecting individuals,
their families, and businesses. It all began at Delmonico's restaurant in New York City, where a group of 21 prominent
German-American businessmen, led by civil rights lawyer Hugo Wesendonck, gathered to create.

Chapter 9 : Guardians of History
The Guardians of the Universe are a fictional race of extraterrestrials appearing in American comic books published by
DC Comics, commonly in association with Green Lantern. They first appeared in Green Lantern Vol. 2, Issue 1 (July ),
and were created by John Broome and Gil Kane. [1].
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